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On the Uncertainty Relation for Real S~gnals" * 
I. KAY AND R. A. SILVERMAN 
New York University, Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York, N. Y. 
We investigate the form assumed by the uncertainty relation when 
the signal involved is real and the uncertainty in frequency is defined 
as the variance of [F+(~)12, where F+(o~) is the positive frequency spec- 
trum of the signal. The corresponding uncertainty product is found to 
obey an inequality involving the value IF+(0)I s. If F+(o~) is obtained 
by suppressing the n gative frequencies in a suitable Gaussian func- 
tion, the uncertainty product as just defined can be made appreciably 
less than ½, the lower bound of the uncertainty product as conven- 
tionally defined. In this paper, uncertainty relations are understood 
to be inequalities involving certain measures of the time duration 
and frequency bandwidth of signals, and to have no implications 
about he simultaneous accuracy of time and frequency measurements 
other than what can be derived from these inequalities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present paper  is to supplement  in certain respects 
some work by  Gabor  (1946) and Wolf  (1957) on the uncer ta in ty  relat ion 
for real  signals. We begin by  summariz ing briefly the results obta ined 
by  these authors.  
Let  f(t) be a function, in general complex, of the real var iable t, and 
let  F(~) be its Four ier  t ransform or spectrum, so that  f(t) and F(~) are 
re lated by  
1 
f(t) - %/~-~ :¢ F(w) exp (i~t) d~, 
(1) 
1 f*" F(~) - %/~-~ ~ f(t) exp ( - -  i~t) dr. 
I f  we assume (as we can wi thout  loss of general i ty) that  
If(t) 1~ dt -~- 1, 
oo 
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i.e., that f(t) is normalized in the L2-norm, then it follows by Parseval's 
theorem that 
f_* i F ( . )  l 2 = 1. 
~o 
Thus I f(t) ]2 and IF(u) ]2 can be regarded as the density functions of 
distributions of unit mass on the infinite real line ( -  ~, ~). The first 
and second moments of these distributions are the quantities 
fS (t} = t if(t) [2 dr, (t2) = t 2 i f (t)  i 2 dt, 
= f_ ~ [ F(~) [2 dw, (~> = w~ I F(~0) 12 dw, 
(2) 
which will always be assumed to exist, and the centered second moments 
or variances are the quantities 
f zo (At) 2 = ~ (t -- (t>)21f (t) 12 dt = (t2) -- @2, 
zo 
Fol lowing the quantum-mechan ica l  usage, we  shall refer to At as the 
uncertainty in t, and to A~ as the uncertainty in ~; as used here the word 
uncertainty is meant only as a synonym for variance. I t  is well known 
that the uncertainty product AtA~ obeys the uncertainty relation 
~t~ =~,> 1. (3) 
the equality sign holds only when f(t) and F(~) have the special form 
f(t) - ~27r(At) 2exp (i'r) exp 4(zXt) 2 + i(@t , (4) 
F(o~) = ~/2(zXt)2Ar exp [i('r A- (t}(co})] exp [--(At) 2 (~o--(~o))2--i(t}c0], 
where ~ is an arbitrary real number. Proof of these facts can be found 
in any textbook of quantum mechanics, a subject in which uncertainty 
relations play a fundamental role. 
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In an important class of applications, the functions f(t) are real, un- 
like the wave functions of quantum mechanics. For example, f(t) might 
be an electrical signal, an optical wave train, or the correlation function 
of a random noise process. The reality of f(t) implies the condition 
F(o~) = F* ( -~)  
(where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate), or equivalently 
IF(@] = ] F ( -w)  1, 
arg F(@ = --arg F(--c~), 
(5) 
so that the spectrum F(~o) is completely determined if it is given only 
for positive frequencies. I t  follows that for real signals the mean fre- 
quency (~) defined by (2) is identically zero, and, in particular, that the 
equality in (3) can be achieved only for those of the functions (4) for 
which (@ = "y = 0. If, for example, f(t) is a sine wave of frequency w0 
which is amplitude-modulated by a signal of bandwidth W, where W << 
o)o, the definition (2) compels us to choose zero as the mean frequency 
rather than the carrier frequency coo. To avoid this unnatural choice of 
mean frequency, Gabor replaced the signalf(t) by the so-called analytical 
signal 
f+(t) = (1 /v~)  f0 F(~) exp (i~t) d~. 
The function f+(t) is complex, with real part  2-~f(t) and imaginary part 
2-~h(t), where h(t) is the Hilbert transform of f(t). The Fourier transform 
of f+(t) is the function 
F+(~) = ~J~ ~(~), ~ > o, 
F+(~) = 0, o~ < 0, 
(6) 
which we shall call the positive frequency spectrum, of f(t), Again I f+(t) ] 2 
and 1 F+(w) 12 can be regarded as the density functions of distributions 
of unit mass on the real line1; the moments corresponding to these dis- 
iNotethat f [f+(t) [~dt = IF+(c°) 12d~o = 1. 




(~t+)  2 = 
<~>+ = 
<2>+ = 
(~+)2  = 
_" t I f+(t) 12 dt, 
t~ I f÷(t) dt, 
<t~>+ - (t>+ ~, 
~ fo ~ 
f_ ~ [ F+(~) ]2 d~ = 2 ~ ]F(~) [2 dw, 
~ fo ~ f_ / i = I 
<J>+-  (~o>+ ~.
(7) 
It is easily seen that (A~+) 2is the moment of inertia of the positive fre- 
quency spectrum of f(t) about its centroid (~)+. 
With these definitions it follows by the same argument that leads to 
(3) that 
At+~+ > 3, (S) 
except hat the equality sign can not be achieved, since all the functions 
(4) have negative frequencies in their spectra. One would now like to 
convert (8) into an uncertainty relation for the product AtAw+, since 
At, rather than At+, is the appropriate measure of the width of the given 
real signal f(t).  How this is to be done is not indicated by Gabor. In the 
cited paper, Wolf studies the relation between At and At+, and shows 
that At and At+ are equal, if At+ exists. (At is always assumed to exist.) 
However, he finds that the existence of At implies that of At+ only if F(0) 
vanishes. If this condition is met, as it is in a large number of physical 
situations (in particular, the quasi-monochromatic optical wave trains 
with which Wolf is especially concerned), then tile uncertainty relation 
(8) can be replaced by the uncertainty relation 
AtAw+ >= 3, 
where the equality sign cannot be achieved, for the reason already men- 
tioned. 
In this paper, we make two additions to the work of Gabor and Wolf. 
First, we develop a general inequality for the product AtA~+ from which 
Wolf's result follows in the special case F(0) = 0. In doing so, we do not 
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introduce the function f+(t) as an intermediate step. Second, we evaluate 
the uncertainty product AtA~+ for a class of signals, whose positive fre- 
quency spectra re obtained by suppressing the negative frequencies in 
an arbitrary Gaussian function 
1 
g(m , ~) - %/~ exp [ -  (~ - m)2/2~], 
and then renormalizing to unity. It is found that the product AtA¢0+ cor- 
responding to functions of this type is always less than ½, and becomes 
approximately 0.3 for a suitable value of the ratio m/z. Thus, the least 
value of the uncertainty product AtA~+ is not ½, as sometimes stated in 
the literature; however, the problem of finding the least value (or great- 
est lower bound) of AtAw+ remains unsolved. 
2. AN INEQUALITY FOR THE PRODUCT ArAb+ 
In this section we derive an inequality for the uncertainty product: 
AtA~+ by suitably modifying the standard Pauli-Weyl proof of the rela- 
tion (3) [see Weyl, (1928)]. As noted above, we completely avoid the use 
of the analytical signal f+(t), which in our view adds purious difficulties 
to the problem. The details are as follows. 
Since tf(t) and iF'(~) are Fourier transform pairs, ~ it follows from 
ParsevM's theorem that 
f/ <t 2) = t I ¢o 
Moreover, writing F(w) as ~ 
F = IF1 exp (i arg F), 
we see from (5) that the quantity 
IF' 12 = ([ F [')~ + IF [2[(arg F)'] ~ 
is even. Thus (t 2} can be written as 
~o 
(#) - 2 f0 I F'(~) 12 d~, 
2 The prime will be used to denote differentiation with respect to ~.
For simplicity of notation, we often omit the arguments of the functions, 
F,E', IF I, etc. 
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i.e., as an integral over the semi-infinite interval (0, ~), and the vari- 
ance (at) 2 can be written as 
(/,t) ~ = 2 f~ I I~'(~o) ! 5 do, - (t) ~. (9) 
To eliminate the second term in the right side of (9) we ~ranslate f(t) to 
the left by an amount (t) by introducing the function 
}(t)  --- f ( t  + (t)), ( lO) 
with Fourier transform 
P(~) = F(o,) exp (i(t)~). 
I t  follows that 
IF '  12 = I P' 12 + (t)2 f P I s -- i(t)fiF"* + i(t}~'*P', 
whence we easily obtain 
(at) 2 = (I F' 12 + (t> ~ I P I ~) do, - (t) 2 = I P' 1 ~ de. 
¢o :o  
IF(o,) i s do, = 1, 
In (12) we have used the fact that 
I P(~) 12 d~ -- 
and  the fact that the integrals 
(11) 
(12) 
- i P(o,)P'*(o,)  = i P*(o, )P ' ( , , )  do, 
0o ~o 
are iust the centroid of the distribution I] (t) 12, and therefore vanish by 
construction. Since !/~' f 2 is even, we can write 
Qo 
(~t) ~ = 2 f0 l P ' (e)  {~ de. 
To express the variance (Ae+) 2 in terms of/~(o,), we use (7) and (11) 
and find that 
fo (~o,+)~ = 2 o,2 t P (e)  [~ de - (e} J .  (13) 
To eliminate the second term in the right side of (13), we translate P(e) 
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to the left by an amount {c~)+ by introducing the function 
~(~) = P(~ + (~}+). (14) 
It is easily verified that in terms of P(o~), the variance (Aco+) 2 becomes 
(A~o+) 2 = 2 J I/~(¢o)12&o, 
<o~>+ 
and the square of the uncertainty product AtAe+ becomes 
ff° (~t)~(~+) ~ = ~ i F'(~) I ~ d~ ~ I P(~) 15 d~. (15) <~> + <~> + 
We now develop an inequality from (15) by using the Schwarz in- 
equality in the form 
f f [f ]5 l x(~o) 15 d~o I y(~o)15 e~o => Re/~(~)y*(o~)} do~ 
(16) 
-= [ f  Re lx*(o~)y(o~)I d~o T, 
where x(co), y(~) are any square-integrable functions, and the integrals 
are over any interval. Letting iO'(co) be the function x(co) in (16) and 
~oiO(~) the function y(~o), we obtain the inequality 
E;l ° 7 (At)~(A~o+) 2 > 4 co{F (@F*(w) + F'*(w)/~(w)} &o . (17) <w>+ 
The right side of (17) is equal to 
d 12 ]' 
which becomes 
after integrating by parts. Finally using (10) and (14) to return to the 
original spectrum F(~), we obtain the uncertainty relation 
AtA~+ >_ ½11-- 21F(0) Is<~>+I -= ½l l -  ]F+(0) l~(w>+l (lS) 
[see (6)]. 
In the uncertainty relation (18), the equality can not be achieved, 
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unlike the case of the usual uncertainty relation (3). To see this, we note 
that the equality sign holds in (16) only when the functions x(co) and 
y(co) are proportionM, i.e., only when 
P'(~) = x~P(~), - (~>+ < ~ < ~,  (19) 
where X is a real constant. The square-integrable solutions of (19) are of 
the form 
/~(~0) = a exp(-/3~2), - (@+ <-- ~ < o0, 
where a and fl are arbitrary real constants. Therefore, using (10) and 
(14), we find that in terms of the original function F(~), the equality 
sign holds only for the functions 
F(o~) = a exp[--i(t}o~ -- f~(o~ - (@+)2], 0 =< co < ~. (20) 
However, the functions (20) do not satisfy the constraint 
f? /f? I F(o~) I~ do~ [F(~) [: &o = @}+, / 
and are therefore not admissible spectra. This is obvious, since the ten- 
• • 4 troid and maximum of a truncated gaussian can not coincide. I t  follows 
that there is no choice of F(~) for which the equality sign in (18) holds. 
If F(0) = 0, then (18) reduces to the uncertainty relation 
AtA¢o+ >__ ½ (21) 
found by Wolf (see Introduction). Moreover, if the quantity 
= 2 i F(0) 12(w)+ = i F+(0) ]2@>+ (22) 
is less than 6, where 0 < 6 < 1, then (18) reduces to 
AtAco+ > ½(1 -- 6). (23) 
Thus, the smallness of n implies something like the familiar uncertainty 
relation (3). Although, as the reader can easily convince himself, the 
quantity n is small for many signals for which n~+ << (@+, i.e., for 
many signals which are usually classified as being narrow pass band sig- 
nals, it is of course possible for n to be large even if Aco+ << (@+. With 
this reservation, one can use the uncertainty principle (21) for narrow 
pass band signals. Again we note that in (21) and (23), the equality 
4 In the usual uncertainty relation, this difficulty does not arise, since in the 
infinite interval the maximum and eentroid of a Gaussian distribution coincide. 
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sign can not hold; however, in the next section, we shall show that when n 
is small we can come close to achieving the equality in (21) and (23). 
3. THE PRODUCT AtA¢o+ FOR A CLASS OF GAUSSIAN SPECTRA 
In this section we evaluate the uncertainty product AtA~+ for a simple 
class of functions G, namely those with positive frequency spectra ob- 
tained by cutting off the negative frequencies of an arbitrary gaussian 
function 
1 
g(m,z)  - ~¢/~ exp[ - - (~- -  m)2/2z2],--~< m<~,  0 =< z < ~, 
and then renormalizing to unity. Two important points emerge from a 
study of the values of the product AtA~+ for functions of the class G. 
First of all, it is found that AtAx+ can become substantially ess than ½, 
a question which (18) leaves open (since the equality sign can not ob- 
tain). Secondly, and in the same vein, it is found that when the quantity 
v defined by (22) is small, AtAw+ is very close to ½ for suitable f(t) e G. 
In this sense, the uncertainty relation for narrow pass band signals 
might be written in the physically useful form 
~t~+ >~ ½, 
where approximate quality is possible. 
To evaluate AtAo~+ for f(t) e G we note that (18) can be generalized to 
AtA~,~ ->_ ½ [ 1 -- 2 IF(0) l~ml, (25) 
where 
(A¢o.)~ = 2 I F+(w) 12 d~ - m 2 = 2 J I F(o~) [2 dw - m 2 
is the moment of inertia of l F+(w) I ~ about the line ~0 = m. To see this, 
one need only parallel the derivation of (18) step by step, using A~0~ in- 
stead of A~o+ and m instead of (w)+. Similarly, it follows that the equal- 
ity sign in (25) holds only for functions with squares of the form 5 
F2(~) = N(m,a)  ~exp 1 (~_  m) , ~0 > O, 
(26) 
1 I 1 (~° ~ m)~l F2(~o) = N(m, (r) ~ exp - -~  , co <0,  
For simplicity, we consider only signals centered at (t). 
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i.e., for the spectra of the signals in the class G. The function N(m, ~) 
which normalizes the functions (26) is easily found to be 
1 N(m,~) - , -~  < p < ~,  (27) 
2®(p) 
where p is the ratio m/c~, and 
l e_~2/2 
®(p) - v /~ ~ d~ 
is the distribution function of a Gaussian random variable with zero 
mean and unit variance. Thus we have shown that 
1 1 I Pe-P2/~ -I ZitAcom = ~I 1 -- 2 I F(0) [2m I =- ~_1 -- -%/~-~(p)-j, f(t)eG. (28) 
To find AtAco+ for the signals in G, we resort to the parallel axis the- 
orem of mechanics, one form of which states that 
(zico+) ~= (Acorn) ~-  (m-  (@+)2 (29) 
for a unit mass distribution. Solving (28) for At and using (29) we find 
that 
(At)~(~+) ~ ~ v /~,~) j  (,,co,~)~ j .  (~o) 
Tile quantities (co)+ and Acorn are, easily evaluated for functions in G, 
and are found to be 
ffe-p~/2 
<co)+ = ~ + ~/~(p) ,  
Pe-P'/~ 1 
(Aco~) ~ = ~ 1 -- V'2--~-~P)]' f(t),G. 
Substituting in (30), we obtain finally 
- ~ u (p) .  
(It is perhaps of some interest o note that U(o) can be written as 
u(p) = [i + ~"(p)/~(p)][1 + (in ~(p))"], 
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:FIG. 1. Graph of the function U(p). 
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect o p.) Using the 
asymptotic expansion of ~(p) given by Feller (1950), p. 145, Eq. (6.1), 
it is easy to show thaC limp~_~U(p) = limp_~U(p) -- 1. Large positive 
values of p obviously correspond to small values of the quantity ~ de- 
fined in (22), so that as alleged at the beginning of this section, when 
is small, the uncertainty product At&0+ is very close to ½ for a suitable 
function in G. The function U(p) is sketched in Fig. 1. It  can be seen 
that U(p) is always less than 1, and reaches a minimum value of about 
for a value of p between 0.2 and 0.3. Thus, for a suitable f(t) ~ G, the 
product AtA~+ can be made as small as about 0.3, as stated in the In- 
troduction. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Tile version of the uncertainty relation for real signals given by (18) 
is unsatisfactory in one respect. We know, of course, that the products 
ArAb+ have a greatest lower bound, since they are bounded below by 
zero, but we have not shown that this g.l.b, is itself greater than zero. 
It  therefore remains an open question whether or not the products 
AtA~+ have a positive g.l.b. If the g.l.b, is zero, a possibility which 
seems to go against one's physical intuition, there would exist a sequence 
of signals for which the uncertainty products approach zero. By placing 
a restriction on the size of I F+(0)12(~)+ we can guarantee a positive 
g.l.b, for AtA~+, but it is not entirely clear what physical significance 
is to be ascribed to this restriction. 
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